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text.skipToNavigation this list is the new Goodyear Max Fuel Warranty 215/55R17 94V BSW tires. Factory part: 738548571. Goodyear Fuel Warranty Max is a tire per season designed to provide maximum fuel efficiency for sedan drivers, coupe and minivan. This frame features an
improved stomping pattern made from a specially designed composite to help tyres reduce rotationresistance and increase efficiency. This tire can provide energy saving up to 2,600 miles of gas over the lifetime of four tires. This all-season tires also boast exceptional performance in all
weather conditions. This BSW sidewall describes the appearance of the side wall. Examples include a black side wall, a white side wall, and white letters. The load index 94 load indicator (LI) is number 2 or 3 numbers that are eroded to the maximum weight the tires can carry. For example,
tires with a load index of 87 indicate that the frame can carry a maximum load of 1201 lbs. In the case of our example, 87 determines the ability to carry tires up to a maximum of 1,201 lbs. So 4 tires will carry a maximum of 4,804 lbs. Check your car owner's manual for the recommended
minimum load indicator. It is not recommended to install tires with a lower load indicator. By doing this, this can cause your tires to be overloaded and therefore potentially cause dismount. ... Read more read the lower speed rating v speed ratings (SR) based on laboratory tests, and
indicates the maximum speed that tires can achieve. These tests are based on limited time trials. Higher-speed rated frames usually yield better handling capabilities, but may often result in lower mileage. Refer to your vehicle owner's manual for the minimum recommended speed
assessment. It is not recommended to install tires with a lower speed rating because it can affect the handling of your vehicle. It is important to note that speed ratings apply only to tires that have not been damaged, changed, inflated or overloaded. In addition, most tire manufacturers
maintain that the tyres that have been cut or punctured no longer retain the original tire factory speed rating, even after repairbecause the tyre manufacturer cannot control the quality of the repair. ... A more less Ply rating reading is not available rated Ply associated with maximum load
capacity. This value can be defined by a letter or number. The higher the number/character, the higher the load capacity. UTQG 580AA To help consumers evaluate their tires, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) has established a unified tire quality rating system
(UTQG). Tires UTQG rates are To wear tread, traction performance, temperature resistance. A score for each of these can be found on the side wall of your tires (except for winter tyres and some light truck tyres). Click here for more information. ... Read more less max one load (lb) 1477
maximum load this tires will support. Remember to hit this number with the number of tires installed on your vehicle for maximum carrying capacity. This number is directly related to the download index. Max Air Pressure One (PSI) 51 maximum air pressure this frame will support. This does
not represent the amount of air pressure that the tires should have at all times. Consult the owner's guide to determine the best air pressure you should use for your car. Tread depth of 9.0 is tread on the frame. Once the tires are worn to 2/32nds, use is considered complete and should be
replaced at that time. Most tires will have tire pointers in the grooves of the tires to help you determine when the tires are worn down to 2/32nds. Tread non-directional non-directional design - the most common, single tread pattern inside and outside the frame. It can be rotated for all four
corners of the car. Asymmetrical - Tread pattern varies inside out of the frame and must be mounted properly. It can be rotated to all four corners of the car. Direction altogether, the two-way frame is the same as the one that the two sides are trying to get. Once mounted you should remain
on the same side of the car, and be rotated only from front to back. ... Read more read less RIM range width 6.0-7.5 approved range edge wheels this tires will support. Measuring the recommended RIM 7.0 display wheel width as recommended by the tire manufacturer for the best wear
performance for us for this tire. Section 8.9 view the measurement from the side wall to the side wall. The stomping display is not available to measure one side of the tread to the other side of the tread. The total diameter is 26.3 high tires when they are fully inflated. Factory part number
738548571 Factory Part (sku) shipping and estimated delivery rates are available on tires after placing your postcode delivery. Ship tires across FedEx land and freight times are a very good estimate, though not the exact number of time days in transit. Tires are delivered from Monday to
Saturday. FedEx does not pick up orders on weekends or some holidays. Once the frames are picked up, the time estimate begins to cross. If you place your order on Friday afternoon, or on the weekend, your tires will not ship until the following week. Currently we only offer FedEx Land,
accelerated shipping is not available. Depending on when you put your system, there may be one, maybe two days of processing time. Shipping times can be affected by weather events across the country. You can choose between 3 delivery options: 1. It can be delivered directly to your
billing address. 2. Your tires can be delivered to an alternative address. In this case, please specify the delivery address and the person authorized to receive the tires on your behalf. 3. Tires can be delivered directly to the tire installation software of your choice. Please enter the address
installed in the shipping address to and make sure that the shipment is formatted from Tires-easy.com. You will receive an email confirmation of the transaction at your request. Please save a hard copy of your confirmation for your records. Payment we accept American Express, Visa,
MasterCard, Discovery, PayPal and confirmation of tire financing. Return/Recovery Policy See General Terms and Conditions for Additional Return/Recovery Details Goodyear Tires have been released guaranteed each season in 2014 and are designed to budget conscious drivers seeking
tires every season from a famous brand. Goodyear has built these tires for all types of sedans, minivans and coupes and deliverexcellent performance at a cheaper price. TireGoodyear's all-season tireGoodyear check downline price it provides good value for money and is ideal for drivers
who drive daily around the city. The pros have fun at the best possible with these tires with low road noise for a generally smooth ride. The negatives of wet traction and tread life can be enhanced not as good as expected. Tire sizes 18, 17, 16, 15 and 14. The price range starts at around
$82. The warranty is 65, 000 miles. Goodyear ensure all season tires (our review) have compiled goodyear's overall symmetrical tread pattern and all the season tread complex to provide traction throughout the year. Larger independent shoulder blocks are designed to provide responsive
handling on both dry and wet road surfaces. The surrounding four snares direct the water away, while multiple biting edges are used to provide an extra grip on the snow and ice. Add sipes also add grip and traction in these conditions but do not perform brilliantly compared to competitors.
The unique tread pattern is designed to allow for reducing noise on the roads and creating a smooth ride exclusively for drivers. Inside the frame are two steel belts reinforced by the body of a polyester wire that provide additional stability and strength. Overall, the Goodyear Assurance All
Season framework offers good value for money and is ideal for drivers who drive daily around the city. The great pros of dry traction and road noise handling for a smooth overall comfortable ride at its best with these tiresBudget pricing friendly wet tractions wet life cons can enhance the
bad life as expected vehicles that can use Goodyear ensure all goodyear season tires create a season guarantee for drivers of sedans, coupe and minivan seeking value Tires that perform well on dry road surfaces. Audi A6VW JettaSubaru LegacyHyundai SonataHonda AccordFord
MustangDodge ChargerToyota CamryVolvo S40Chrysler Sebring Sizes and Specs 14 185/65R14185/70R14195/70R14 15 185/60R15185/65R15195/60R15195/65R15205/60R15205/65R15205/70R15205/75R15215/65R15215/70R15215/75R15 16
195/55R16205/50R16205/55R16205/60R16205/65R16215/55R16215/60R16215/65R16215/70R16225/55R16225/60R16225/65R16225/70R16235/60R16235/65R16 17
215/50R17215/55R17215/60R17215/65R17225/50R17225/55R17225/60R17225/65R17235/55R17235/60R17235/65R17 18 Prices The Goodyear Assurance All Season tire prices range from approximately $82 and upwards. You may also find occasional discount rates, vouchers,
discounts and special offers on this window. Goodyear Warranty provides a 6 year or 65,000-mile warranty on each season's warranty. There is also one year or first 2/32 inches of ensure wear on the uniformity of the tires. The material is covered and workmanship for 6 years and call for
free replacement during the first year or the first 2/32 inches of wear. A proportionate amount is given for the remaining time period or up to 2/32 inches final from the depth of the tread. Click here to read all of our Goodyear reviews including: Goodyear Eagle Sport All Season Tires
ReviewGoodyear Viva 3 Review Tires BF Goodyear All-Season Tire Review Jane Says: Great Quality Tires for Price, Very Happy With Life Tread Remaining After A Year and A Half Of Very Consistent Driving. I will definitely think of these again when the time comes to buy new ones. The
gene (5/5) review of Irene says: Good quality of price. I used to buy Goodyear integrity frames at a local store. They don't carry that brand anymore and this was the first time i bought from the SimpleTire online store. So far I'm happy with the performance of the tires. Usually buy 2 tires and
you will definitely buy from this store again in the future as needed. Erin Post (5/5) Review
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